Hold The Line
La la la Em la la la la
Hold the Am line we'll sur-F -vive
La la la C la la la la La la la Em la la la la
Hold the Am line we'll sur-F -vive C (Singing Only -Ladies Duo) C Hold on we just have to Em hold on We don't have to Am cry, no, not to-F -night I know C lately everything seems Em crazy People walking Am by getting F by (All) Sometimes we're C lost and astray And the Em hope far away, hold the Am line, we'll sur-F -vive So let's just C smile through the rain Through the heart-Em -ache and the pain, hold the Am line, we'll sur-F -vive We'll sur-C -vive La la la Em la la la la
Hold the Am line, we'll sur-F -vive, we'll sur-C -vive
Em Am F C /
